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ZERO-ONE LAWS AND THE MINIMUM OF A
MARKOV PROCESS (>)

BY

P. W. MILLAR

Abstract. If {Xrt > 0} is a real strong Markov process whose paths

assume a (last) minimum at some time M strictly before the lifetime, then

conditional on /, the value of this minimum, the process [X(M + t),t> 0}

is shown to be Markov with stationary transitions which depend on /. For a

wide class of Markov processes, including those obtained from Levy

processes via time change and multiplicative functional, a zen -one law is

shown to hold at M in the sense that C\>0o[X(M + s),s < i) -» o{X(M)},

modulo null sets. When such a law holds, the evolution of (X(M + t),t > 0)
depends on events before M only through X(M) and /.

1. Introduction. Let A"" = {Xt,t > 0} be a real valued, right continuous

strong Markov process. Let 7? be a random time, such as the time point on the

interval [0, T] at which the paths t -* Xfa) achieve the minimum, or such as

the last time before T that the process leaves a given set. Let 31, be the sigma

field generated by the random variables {X(R + s),s < t) and let &0+

= n,>o^V The main results of this paper give the precise conditions, for

various R and X, under which the sigma fields &0+ and o{X(R)) are the same,

modulo null sets. When such a phenomenon takes place, then conditional on

X(R), the sets in 9l0+ have probability zero or one; for this reason, such results

will be called zero-one laws at R. Most of the zero-one laws in this paper are

established as a consequence of an even stronger assertion: if ^ is the sigma

field generated by [X(R + u) - X(R),u < s), and %+ - Ds>0%, then %+

is trivial.

When R happens to be a stopping time, such zero-one laws were first proved

by Hunt [8] for processes with stationary independent increments; Blumenthal

[2] extended Hunt's result to more general Markov processes (under appropri-

ate hypotheses) where it now goes under the name "Blumenthal zero-one law."
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While the Blumenthal zero-one law holds quite generally, zero-one laws at,

say, last exit times fail miserably a good deal of the time, even for otherwise

well-behaved processes-see the examples below. The need for zero-one laws at

times R different from stopping tu íes first arose in [16] where the problem was

to evaluate lim inftl0[X(R + t) - (R)]/f(t) for a sure function/, where R was

a particular last exit time; if %+ were known to be trivial, then this lim inf

would be constant with probability 1. The Blumenthal zero-one law is one of

the key tools in general Markov theory with a number of well-known uses; the

zero-one laws discussed here have similar applications. In particular, when a

zero-one law holds at R, it is often possible to decompose the given Markov

process into two parts-a part before R and a part after Ä-which are

conditionally independent given X(R). Structure theorems of this type often

give a good deal of insight into the functioning of the process.

Turning to a more specific devription of the contents of the paper, suppose

that A' is a real stochastic process with stationary independent increments. Let

R be a random time and M the time point on [0,R) at which the process

assumes a minimum; assume P{M < 7?} > 0. Then (Theorem 3.1) condition-

al on {M < 7?}, the sigma field <SX§+ is trivial. Thus, unlike the case of last exit

from a set, a zero-one law always holds at M. The existence of such a law at

the minimum is closely connect« d with the fact that the sample function

behavior at the time of the mini, lum is "pure": either all the paths of the

process are continuous at M; or else all jump into the minimum and leave

continuously (i.e. X(M -) > X(M) with probability 1); or else all enter the

minimum continuously but jump out (X(M —) < X(M) with probability 1).

In brief, these processes leave tht minimum in only one "way". The precise

criteria for which processes exhibit which behavior are given in §3.

Suppose next that A- is a right continuous strong Markov process which

attains its minimum strictly before its lifetime. Then, with no other hypotheses,

it turns out that, conditional 7, the value of the minimum, the post-minimum

process {X(M + /),/> 0} is a Markov process with stationary transition

functions which depend on 7. A bit more precisely, if ^(M + s) is an

appropriate sigma field associated with the random time M + s, then for

bounded Borel /,

E{f(X(M + tW(M + s)} ~ Ht_s(I; X(M + s),f),      0 < s < t,

where Ht(a;x,dy) is, for each a, a transition semigroup closely connected with

that of X; see Proposition 4.1. If, in addition, a zero-one law holds at M, this

can be strengthened to assert that the post-A/ process depends on the events

before M only through (I,X(M)) (in general both of these variables are

involved); see Proposition 4.2 for the precise statement. It then follows from

results discussed in the previous paragraph (and in more detail in §3) that any
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strong Markov process whose paths agree with those of a Levy process up to

a random time 7? (such as processes obtained from Levy processes via

multiplicative and additive functional) possess this very strong decomposition

at M. It is also not difficult to show that any right continuous, left limit strong

Markov process with no upward jumps (P{X, < X,_ all /} = 1) has a zero-one

law at M, and so such a decomposition holds for these processes as well. This

last result contains the decompositions obtained, by different methods, for

certain regular diffusions by Jacobsen [11] and Williams [22].

It turns out that if L is the last time that a strong Markov process leaves the

interval (-co,a], then the post-L process {X(L + t),t > 0} is Markov with the

same transitions as the post-minimum process (given that the value of the

minimum is a). The transitions have the intuitive interpretation as those of the

original process "conditioned to remain above a," a notion that is m:de

precise by the usual Doob /»-transform. Roughly speaking, the similarity

between the two- processes is due to the fact that M can be viewed as the last

exit from a random interval. This similarity notwithstanding, a zero-one law

often fails at L. This phenomenon is due to the fact that at last exit-unlike the

minimum-the sample function behavior often is not "pure": there are Levy

processes such that some of the paths leave (-co,a] at L continuously, and

some of the paths leave by jumping out. See Proposition 5.1 for the precise

criteria for this behavior. Thus, unlike paths at a minimum, the paths at a last

exit can leave in more than one "way", and under such circumstances a zero-

one law fails. It turns out that this is the worst that can happen-either all paths

leave (-co,a] continuously, or else all leave by jumping, or else both

possibilities occur. In the first two cases a zero-one law holds; in the latter it

fails. Even in the exceptional case, things are still rather nice: conditional on

the mode of leaving (-00,0], a zero-one law will still hold!

To see that continuity is not an essential ingredient making for the existence

of zero-one laws consider the following example. Let (X(t), t > 0} be Brown-

ian motion, started at 0, and killed on leaving (—1,1); let KQ be the last time

that X was zero. Evidently a zero-one law fails at K0 since half of the paths

from Kn go to 1 and half of the paths to -1. However, if the Brownian motion

were killed on leaving (-00,1) and 7C0 is the time of the last zero, then a zero-

one law holds at K0. Thus exit from a point introduces a further complication

not present in the case of the minimum nor in the case of last exit from a half-

line—the existence of a zero-one law at KQ will depend on the nature of the

random time before which 7C0 is the last 0! Intuitively Brownian motion killed

on leaving (-1,1) can exit from 0 (for the last time) in two "ways", but

Brownian motion killed at {1} can exit from 0 in only one "way". While the

use of minima is a key tool in the study of the last exit from (-00, a], study of

the last exit from (say) a point involves a different approach and so will be

discussed elsewhere. However, once one has seen the possibility of leaving a
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set for the last time continuously but in "moie than one way" the fact that

Levy and other Markov processes leave the minimum in only one way"

appears quite a bit more remarkable than at first sight.

§2 of this paper contains a description of basic notations together with a

summary of prerequisite facts concerning the local minima of a process with

independent increments. §§3 and 4 are devoted to the existence of zero-one

laws at local minima and to the basic decompositions into pre- and post-

minimum processes respectively. In §5 local zero-one laws are proved at last

exit times from an interval. The proofs of the results in §5 are, to a certain

extent, more complicated variants of the methods of §3; accordingly the

exposition of §5 is more brief

Acknowledgment. It is a p îasurc to thank J. W. Pitman for several

stimulating conversations on the. subject mat'er ' this paper, and for making

available to me, long before publication, the p?.-ers of Jacobsen and Williams.

2. Preliminaries. The basic process throughout §§3 and 5 is a real valued

process X = {X(t), t > 0} with stationary independent increments. A familiar

fact is that

(2.1) Ee\p{iuX(t)} = exp{/i//(H)}

where itf«) = iau - (o2/2)u2 + f [eiux - 1 - fox/0 + x2)]v(dx). The mea-

sure v is called the Levy measure, and uV is called the exponent. If o2 > 0, X is

said to have a Gaussian component. In those cases where o2 = 0, the

assumption throughout is that j>{(-oo, oo)} = oo, since the problems of this

paper are relatively easily solved by other methods in the compound Poisson

case. Assume further, as is custon.ary, that a version of X has been constructed

with right continuous paths, left limits, so that X is strong Markov. Following

current usage, we call X a Levy process.

Notations and terminology belonging to the general theory of Markov

processes will, for the most part, follow those of Blumenthal and Getoor [3].

In particular, Ex and Px will denote expectation and probability for the

process starting at x; if x = 0, the superscript will be omitted. The notation

o{ • • •} will stand for the sigma field generated by whatever appears between

the braces. Special sigma fields used throughout will be 57,0 = o{Xs,s < /}, ff°

= Vf,° and Sj, ff which are the usual completions of €,°, ff° in the general

theory; see [3]. As usual, notations Xt, X(t); %, ^(i); and so forth will be used

interchangeably according to typographical convenience.

Let Pt(x,dy) be the transition functions of the Levy process X. If \Lt(dy)

denotes the F° distribution of Xt then P,(x,dy) = \xt(dy - x). If ¡it(dy) is the

F° distribution of —Xv then the transition functions Pt(x,dy) = ¡it(dy — x) are

in duality with those of X in the sense that (PJ,g) = </,7*g>. Expectation

and probability on fi corresponding to P(x,dy) will be denoted by Ê*, Px. In
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using duality we will always work with the canonical (i.e. function space)

representation of the processes involved; in this case both the original process

and its dual X are just coordinate maps on fi, so X,(u) = Xt(u>).

A random time R is a nonnegative function on the basic probability space,

measurable with respect to f. Often R will be defined only on part of the

probability space; the definition can be completed by putting R — co on the

remaining part of the space. However, the random variables X(R) will be

considered only on {u: R(u) is defined and finite}. The process {^(7* + t), t

> 0} will be called the post-7? process. Several sigma fields involving random

times arise frequently. The definitions to follow are for any right continuous

Markov process relative to right continuous, complete sigma fields 9r The

strict past of 7?, denoted by ̂ (R -) is defined by

(2.2) 9(R -) = a{A n {R > t): t > 0,A E 9t).

It is easy to see that for random times R < T

(2.3) (a) 9(R -) C <5(T -) if R E 9(T -).
(b) ÍF{(7? + t) -}, í > 0 is an increasing family of sigma fields.

(c) 7? is §"(7? -)-measurable.

(d) If the paths of X have left limits, X(R -) is f (R -) measurable, where

X(R -) is defined only on {0 < R < co}.

The second sigma field associated with 7? is

(2.4) <5(R) = {A E ft for all t > 0, there exists A, £ % such that A

n {R < t) = A, n {7? < t)). This sigma field was introduced in [15]. It is

easy to check that

(2.5) (a) If R < T, §(R) C $(T).
(b) If 7?„ i R, $(R) = nf(7*„); in particular, {f(R + t),t > 0} is right

continuous.

(c) X(R) is 3F(7?)-measurable if and only if, for every t, X(R) is equal on

{R < t) to some ^-measurable random variable.

Finally, it will often be necessary to discuss the sigma fields

% = o{X(R + s)- X(R),s < t)   and   %. = n ft..
i>0

Because of conventions introduced before, such sigma fields  consist   of

subsets of {w: Tí is defined and finite}.

The remainder of this section summarizes several facts about the local

minima of a Levy process that will be needed in §§3 and 4. Let

(2.6) ', = $*,•

Since X has only moving discontinuities, It = inf^A^ a.s. Recall that 0 is

regular for a set A if P{TA = 0} = 1, where TA = inf{r > 0: X, G A}. For the
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Levy processes considered here, 0 is regular for at least one of the intervals

(-00,0), (0, oo) and often is regular for both. The precise criteria for which

this holds can be found in Rogozin [20].

Proposition 2.1. (a) If t > 0, F{7, - Xt} > 0 if and only if Ois not regular

for (0, oo).

(b) F{7, = 0} > 0 if and only ifO is not regular for (-oo,0).

In particular, ifO is regular for b 'th (-oo,0) and (0, oo), then the minimum of

X on [0, t] falls in the interior of the interval.

Proof. By duality,

F{7, = Xt) = P{X, < 0, all s < t) > 0

if 0 is not regular for (0, oo) a.'id this proves (a). Part (b) is obvious.

A real right continuous funccion/on [a,b] having left limits will be said to

attain its minimum at a point M E [a,b] if either f(M) = inf{/(f): t G [a,b]}

OTf(M-) = ini{f(t):t E[a,b]).

Proposition 2.2. On each interval (a, b), almost every path of X attains its

minimum at exactly one point of [a, b].

Proof. The closures of the sets

Ax = {(/,x): X, = x < Xs,s < t)

and

A2 = {(t,x): X, = x< Xt,s < /}

coincide a.s. with the closed ranges of two 2-dimensional subordinators tx , t2

respectively. These two subordinators are the same when X is not compound

Poisson (Fristedt [6, Theorem 9.1 and Corollary 9.2]), whereupon the proposi-

tion is evident.

Let

(2.7) Mt be the unique point of [D, /] where X assumes its minimum value.

Then the next proposition is easy.

Proposition 2.3. Suppose that neither X nor —X is a subordinator. Then

P{0 <Mt<t}>0.

The definitive version of the next proposition appears in §3.

Proposition 2.4. (a) 7/0 is regular for (0, oo), then X(Mt) = It.

(b) 7/0 is regular for (-oo,0) then X(Mt -) = Ir

Remark. Of course, if 0 is regular for (0, oo) and for (-oo,0) then X is
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continuous at Mr The question whether X(Mt) — X(Mt -) is possible in the

case where (say) 0 is regular for (-co,0) but not (0, co) will be answered

(negatively) in §3.

Proof. Suppose that 0 is regular for (-oo,0). If X(M, -) > X(Mt) on part

of {0 < Mt < t), then the minimum on [0, t] occurs at a time at which X

jumps. But by the strong Markov property applied to jump times and the

assumed regularity of 0 for (-co,0), the process upon completing any jump

immediately goes below the point to which it just jumped. It follows in this

case that it is impossible that X(Mt -) > X(Mt) on {0 < Mt < t) proving (b).

Next suppose 0 is regular for (0, co). Let

A = {u: 0 < Mt < t,X(M -) < X(M)},

Â = {«: 0 < Mt < t,X(M   ) > X(M)}.

If £ is Lebesgue measure, then an extension (Walsh [21]) of the basic duality

relation implies that

pHa) = pi(Â).

However if 0 is regular for (0, co) (for X), then 0 is regular for (-co,0) for the

dual process, so the first part of the proof forces P*(Â) = 0. Hence PX{A)

= 0 for almost all x, and hence for all x by translation invariance.

3. Zero-one law at the minimum. Let X = {X.,t > 0} again be a real Levy

process and let S = S be a random variable independent of X such that

P{S > t) = e~* (X > 0). If hm,^*, = +00, then X = 0 will also be al-

lowed in the arguments to follow. Let Xx = {X*,t > 0} be defined by

- w, t > S,

and define 7X = 7 by

(3.2) 7x = infXJx.

Let M = Mx be the unique time point at which Xx attains its minimum;

either X(M) = 7 or X(M -) = I. Let f;x be the usual completion of the

sigma field o{X^,s < t) and define ^(M -) in the obvious way (see (2.4)).

The first proposition shows that the post-minimum process {XX(M + t),t

> 0} depends only on X(M -) and X(M); it will be clear that XX(M -) is

involved only if P{XX(M) > XX(M -),M < S) > 0 (i.e. if 0 is not regular

for (0, co)). Recall that a subordinator is a Levy process with nondecreasing

paths; criteria for A' to be a subordinator are well known (see [7]).
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Proposition 3.1. Assume that -X is not a subordinator. The process

{XX(M + t) - Ix,t > 0} is conditionally independent of <5X(M -), given Sx

> M: if A E <5X(M -), B E o{Xx(M + t)-Ix,t> 0), then

P{A n B\SX > M) - P{A\SX > M}P{B\SX > A/}.

Proof. Since -A" is not a subordinator, P{SX >A/}>0. Lete>0 and

define 25 = inf{i > 0: \Xt\ > e), Tn - inf{r > 0: \X(t + T„)- X(Tj > e),
n > 1. Let Aq = 0, X„ = A"(2;), n > 1. By the strong Markov property,

{Xn,n > 0} is a random walk; {Tn,n > 0} is a sequence of independent,

identically distributed random variables; and (Aq.A',, ... ,Xn, T0,..., Tn_x) is

independent of o{Xn+J - Xn,j > 1; T¡,i > «}. The right continuous process

{Yt,t> 0} defined by

Yt = 0,      t < 25,
(3.3)

»A;,    T0 + --- + Tn_x<t<T0 + --. + T„,

then converges as e -* 0 pathwise, uniformly to {A",, / > 0}. Define the process
{};x,f>0}by

(3.4) Yx=Yt   iit<TQ + "- + TN,

where W = inf{/»: T0 + • • • + Tn > Sx}\

Yx = 00    if t > Tq + --- + Tn.

Then as e -» 0, Yx converges pathwise to A"x, and uniformly for / E [0,S).

Let Q be the index 1 for which A) is the (last) minimum of Yx, let Yx,i > 0,

be the successive values of Yx, and Tx the interjump times for Yx. So if

X > 0, there will exist an / such that Y¡ = Tx = 00. Notice that lg is finite

with probability 1 and that as e -» 0, Yq converges to 7X = inf,Xx. LetA,B,

C, D be Borel subsets of (-00,00). Then, for example, if i > 1

P{Yx_i E A, Tx_t E B, Yx+k - YX E C, Tx+k ED,N>Q>i)

(3 5)
= S P{y£, E A, T,h¡ E B, Y,xk - Y,X E C, T,xk E D,N > Q = /}.

Since C, D do not contain 00, a typical term in the summation of (3.5) may be

written

2    P{Q = A YH E AtTM EB,Yl+k-Y,E C,TM E D,
(3.6) n>,+k

T0+--- + T„_x <S<T0 + --- + Tn).
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A typical term in the sum (3.6) may be written

P{Yt < Ym, all m<l;Y,+u>Y„0<u<n-l;

(3.7)    YH EA,T,_iEB,T0 + '-- + Tn_x<S<T0 + -'- + Tn, Yl+k - Y,

EC,TMED).

Upon replacing T0 +•■• + Tn_x *£ S < TQ+-■ • + Tn by e~^T°+"'^^

- t?~A(5+---+S) arl(j usmg tne independence structure of the Y¡, T¡ detailed at

the beginning of the proof, (3.7) becomes

E{Y¡ < Ym,m < /; YhJ E A,TH E ft,-*»"1"-+*■«>}

X E{YU >0,0<u<n-l; e_x(r°+ " ' " +r»-'->) - e~x(T°+ '- ' +r«-') ;

(3.8) YkE C,Tke D}

- P{Y, < Ym,m < /; Y,_¡ E A,T,_¡ E B,T0 + • ■ • + 2¡L, < S)

X P{YU > 0,0 < u < n - 1; T0 + • •. + Tn.hx <S<T0 + --- + T„_,;

YkEC,TkED).

The result of summing (3.8) over all n > / + k is

P{Y, < Ym,m < /; Yhi E A,TM E B,TQ + ••• + T,_x < S)

X P{Y^ > 0, all / > 0; Ykx E C,Tkx E D)
(3.9)

= P{Ykx E C,Tkx E D\Y¡X>0 all i > 0}P{ï;x > 0 all / > 0}

XP{Y, < Ym,m < /; Yt_, E A,Tt_t E B,T0 + • •• + Tt_x < S).

The hypothesis that —X is not a subordinator guarantees that P{YX > 0 all

i > 0} > 0. If T denotes the last factor in (3.9), then the last two factors after

the equality in (3.9) may be written

2 P{YX > 0,1 > 0; TQ + • • • + 77, < S < Tn + • ■ • + 7J}r

= 2 P{Y¡ > 0,0 < i <y;e-M3o+--+7;_1) _ e-\(T0+ ■ ■ • +j;)jr

= 2 /»{if > y,,i < / <7 + /;«-»«+• ••+&./-,) - e-M3?+--+Wjr

(3.10)        y
= 2 P{Q - /.rw 6 ¿,2?_, e 5,7¿ + ••• + z+M

7 y

<5<7¿ + ... + 7;+/}

= p{ö = /<a^x(. e,4,7;_x gt?}.
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Substitute the result of (3.10) into (3.9) and sum over / > i to obtain

P{YX_¡ E A, Tx_, E B, Yx+k - YX E C, Tx+k ED,N>Q>i)

(3.11) = P{Ykx E C, Tkx E D\YX > 0 all n > 0}

X P{N > Q > /, Y¿_¡ E A, T¿_¡ E B).

Since the first factor in (3.11) after the equality does not depend on /, A, B, set

A = B = (-oo, oo) to see that

P{Ykx EC,Tkx E D\YiX >0,i> 0}

= P{Y¿+k - YX E C, TX+k ED,N>Q)

whereupon

P{YX_¡ E A, T¿_¡ E B, Yx+k - Yx E C, Tx+Ic ED,N>Q>i)

(3.13) = P{Yx+k - Y¿ E C,Tx+k ED,N>Q)

X P{Y¿_¡ E A, Tx_¡ EB,N>Q> /).

A similar analysis gives the same result if C, D contain +oo. Of course, the

same argument works if one considers instead

P{YX_h E Aj, TX_i} E Bj, YX+kj - YX E Cj, TX_kj E DJt

/= l,2,...,n,N>Q},

and this shows that the pre-ß process {Yx,t < Q) is conditionally indepen-

dent of {Yx(t + Q)- Yx(Q),t > 0}, given Q < N. A standard limiting argu-

ment as e -» 0 shows {Xx(t + M) - Ix,t > 0} is conditionally independent

of $(M —), the conditioning involved being the elementary one of beginning

probability theory.

The next lemma is the key step in the proof of the zero-one law at the

minimum. The notation is that of Proposition 3.1.

Lemma 3.1. Assume that -X is not a subordinator. Let 8 > 0 and let

Ms = Mg be the time point (if any) where {Xx,s > Mx + 8} assumes its

minimum. Let Is = 1$   be the value of this minimum.  Then {X (Ms + t)

- Xx(Ms),t > 0} is conditionally independent of fx(A/5 -), given {Sx > Mx

+ 8}.

An interesting corollary follows from the proof.

Corollary 3.1.   Conditional on  M + 8 < S,  the process {Xx(M8 + t)

- XX(MS), t>0}has the same distribution as {XX(M + t) - XX(M), t > 0}.
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Proof. For e > 0, define {Y„t > 0}, {Yx,t > 0), {#, {Yx}, [T¡), {Tx) and

Q as in the proof of Proposition 3.1. Set

N(8) - min{/: TQ+X + • ■ • + 7/ > 8),      R = T0+--- + TN{S),

Q(8) = the index / for which Yx is the (last) minimum of

{Yx,t > R)   (defined only on R < S).

If A, B,C, D are Borel sets as in the proof of Proposition 3.1

PiYQXS)-i G A> TQ(S)-i G 5' YQ(6)+k~ YQ(S) e C»

T¿,s)+kED,Q(8)>i,S>R)

(3.14) = 2 p{y^ E i4j j,x e B Y\+k -yx EC,
l>i
u<l

T,x ED,Q(8) = l,Q = u,S>R).

A typical term in the sum (3.14) can be written

2    P{Y¡X¡ E A, T,\ E B, Yxk,-YX E C,
(3.15) ,>b>u

T,xk G D,Q(8) = l,Q = u, S>T,+ --- + Tb,N(8) - b).

Using the definition of N(8), a typical term in (3.15) can be written (since C,

D do not contain co):

2    Pi*,-, G A, TM EB,Yl+k-Y,E C, T,+k G D, Q(8) = /, Q = u,
p^l+k

(3.16) TQ + • ■ ■ + Tp_x < S < Tn + • • ■ + Tp, Tu+X + • • • + 7¿ > 5

>Tu+l +'■■ + %_,}.

Finally, a typical term of (3.16) may be written, using the definitions of Q(8)

and Q: for /, u, p, b with />/,«</, u < 6 < /, p > / + &,

^{1/-,- e /i, ??_,. g 5, ij+it - y, g c, t;+, g d,

(3.17)
Ç+1 + • * ' + Tb > 8 > Tu+X + • • • + Tb_x, Tn + • • • + Tp_x < S

< T0 + • • • + Tp,   Ym > Yu,m < u;Ym> Yu,u < m < p,Y, < Y„

b<r<l;Y,<Y„l<r<p}.

Since  }^> }^, the inequalities in (3.17) involving  Ym, Yu, Y¡, Yr may be

replaced by
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Ym >Yu,m<u;       Ym>Yu,u<m< b,
(3.18)

Yr> Y„   b<r<l;       Y, < Y„   l<r<p.

As in the proof of Proposition 3.1, an application to (3.17) of the independence

properties of the {Y¡} and {T¡} and a summation over /, u, b, p of the result yields

P{YQ(6)-¡ E A' TQ(8)-i G B> YQXS)+k e C> TQXS)+k E D'S > R)

(3.19) = P{Yx{shi E A, Fßx(fi)_(. EB,S>R)

*P{Yas)+keC,T¿(s)+kED\S>R}.

Here again P{S > 7?} > 0 since —X is not a subordinator. Extension as

before and passage to the limit as e 1 0 leads to the desired conclusion.

The next lemma establishes the zero-one law in a special case and, in

addition, settles an issue remaining open from Proposition 2.4. With the

notation the same as in Proposition 3.1, define

<ä't = o{Xx(Mx + s)- Xx(Mx),0 <s<t),

H+     ¿L/i.

B = {to: AA(MA) = 7A}.

Lemma 3.2. (a) P{B\M < S) = 1 or 0 according as Ois regular for (0, oo) or

not; in particular ifO is not regular for (0, oo), Ax always jumps out of its ultimate

minimum.

(b) 7M G %+, then P{A\S > M} = 0 or 1.

Proof. Let 5 > 0 and A G ^'0+. Then with the notation of Lemma 2.1,

^ n{i> Ms} E $ (Ms -) so A n {S > Ms) is conditionally independent of

o{Xx(Ms + u)- Ig, u > 0}, given S > M + 8. Also, if

(3.20) 9", = a{Ax(A/ + u) - 7X,0 < u < /},      %+ - 0^',

then B G %+ and so A D B is also conditionally independent of

a{Ax(A/i + «)-7fix,«>0}

given {S > M + 8}. Hence, for example

(3.21) P{ABCS\S > M + 8} = P{AB\S > M + 8}P{CS\S > M + 8}

where
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(3.22) C8 - {XX(MS + /,)- 7X <r„i~ 1,2,..., n)

for a fixed sequence 0 < tx < • • • < tn and fixed real numbers rx,.... rH. Let

5 i 0. Then on B, XX(MS + t) - 75x converges to ArX(M + /) - XX(M), while

in general on M < 5,

Af6 i M* > A/,      75x 1 7* > 7X

and so in general XX(MS + t) - XX(MS) converges to a process XX(M* + t)

- I* which, since the distributions do not change with 5 (see Corollary 3.1),

has the same distribution as XX(M + t) - Ix. It follows from this and (3.21)

that, if P{B,S > M) is supposed positive,

P(BACn,S > M)/P(AB,S >M) = P(C0,S > M)/P(S > M)

where M0 = M when 5 = 0; and this in turn yields

(3.23) P(BC0,S > M)/P(B,S> M) = P(C0,S > M)/P(S > M).

The equality (3.23) persists for all C0 G V $¡' since sets of the form (3.22) with

5 = 0 generate this sigma field. But B G \/t>^",', so choosing C0 = B in

(3.22) forces P(7J|.S > M) = 1. Suppose now that 0 is not regular for (0, co)>

It is easy to see that P{XX(M) > 7X} > 0. Indeed by a duality argument (see

proof of Proposition 2.4) it is enough to show that a Levy process having 0 not

regular for (-co,0) attains its minimum by jumping (with positive probabili-

ty), and this may be shown by an argument very similar to that of [16,

Proposition 2.1]. This being so it now follows from what has just been proved

that P{XX(M) > IX\M < S) = 1. This completes the proof of part (a) of

Lemma 3.2, since if 0 is regular for (0, co), XX(MX) - 7X by Proposition 2.4.

Turning to part (b), assume first that 0 is regular for (0, co). By part (a),

(3.21) becomes P{ACS\S > M + 8) = P{A\S > M + 8)P{CS\S > M + 8).
Let 5 | 0 and this becomes P{AC0\S > M) = P{A\S > M)P{C0\S > M)
which persists for all C0 E V,i". The substitution of A for C0 leads

immediately to the desired conclusion. Finally, if 0 is not regular for (0, co),

then the process always jumps out of its minimum (if it occurs before S) by

part (a). Let Jx, J2,... be an enumeration of the jump times of X. By the

strong Markov property and the Blumenthal zero-one law,

\ = nQo{x(jn + s)- x(jn),o <s<t)

is trivial, and so the result follows from

^0+ n {s > m) c (v%„) n{s> m).
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The next theorem, which localizes the conclusions of Lemma 3.2, is the

main result of this section:

Theorem 3.1. Let X = {Xt,t > 0} be a real Levy process with -X not a

subordinator. Let R be a random time, let I = intn^^A^, and let M be the

point in [0, R] where this minimum is achieved. Assume that P{M < 7?) > 0. Let

<DIt = ni>0o{X(M + u)- X(M),0 < u < /}. Then:

(a) P{X(M) = I\M <R}= I if Ois regular for (0, oo).

(b) P{X(M) > 7| M < R) = I if Ois not regular for (0, oo).

(c) If A G 911, P{A\M < R} = 0 or 1.

Remark. By time reversal, P{X(M) = I > A(Af -)|0 < M < R) = 1 if 0

is regular for (0, oo) but not for (-oo,0).

Proof. Let S x, X rational and positive, be a family of independent random

variables, independent of X, with P{S > t} — e~Xl. Then for almost every u

the set {Sx(to),X > 0} is dense on [0, oo). Let Ax, 7X, Mx be defined as usual.

Then in case (a),

{X(M) < I,M < 7?} C U(AX(MX) < IX,MX < SX}
A

and the latter has probability zero by Lemma 3.2. Hence F{A(Af) = I, M

< R} = P{M < R}, proving (a). The proof of (b) is similar. As for (c), let

A G <3H. Then A E o{X(M + s) - X(M),s < l/n} so there exists a Borel

function fn on 7?00, the countable product space of the real line, and time

points {tnk: k > 1}, tnk < ri~x with

A = f„(X(M + tnX) - X(M),X(M + tn2) - X(M),...)

and

A = limsup/n(A(M + /„,)- X(M),...).
n-*ao

But on Sx > R > Mx,

X(MX + t) = X(M + t)

for all sufficiently small t, so on Sx > R > A7X,

A - limsup/,(A(A/x + /„,)- X(MX), ...) = AX.
n -»oo

Of course ,4a G n,>0a{A(Mx + s) - X(Mx),s < /} so P(AX) = 0 or else

P{AX,SX > R> M*} = P{SX > R > Mx}. Suppose the latter alternative

holds (otherwise consider the complement); then

P{A,SX > R> Mx} = P{AX,SX > R> Mx} = P{SX > R> Mx}.
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Take p j* X, p > 0, X > 0, rationals. Because of the independence of S*1 from

7?   and  X  P{S11 > R > M^,5X > 7? > A/*} > 0;   also,  A D {Sx > R

> A/x} a.s. Therefore,

PfaS* > R> M'l} = P{All,S11 > R > M*} > 0

and by the argument just given, A D {S* > 7? > Af} a.s. Hence if P(AX)

> 0 for one X it is so for all other X and almost surely
A D     U    {Sx> R> MX} = {M< R),

\ rational

proving (c).

Remark. It is easy to construct examples of Hunt processes such that half

the paths are continuous at the minimum and half jump out of the minimum.

Thus the "pure" behavior of Levy processes (and those processes that can be

constructed therefrom by multiplicative and additive functionals) appears to

be rather exceptional.
•

4. The strong Markov property at the minimum. It turns out that, for any real

strong Markov process having a minimum the process {X(M + /),/> 0} is,

given (X(M),X(M -)), a Markov process with transitions depending only on

X(M), X(M -). If, in addition, a zero-one law holds at M, this fact can be

strengthened to assert that the "entrance law" of this process also depends

only on X(M), X(M-) and that the evolution of {X(M + t),t > 0} is

conditionally independent of the pre-M process, given X(M), X(M -). This

section contains the precise formulation and proof of these assertions as well

as several examples.

Unless explicitly stated otherwise, X — {Xt, t > 0} is a real right continuous

strong Markov process (ü,Xt,9t,%'5t,Px) with a lifetime f and transitions

Pt(x,dy) that map bounded Borel functions into Borel functions. Assumed, of

course, is that X is given an initial distribution p and corresponding probabil-

ity P*1 on the space of paths; the superscript p will be omitted throughout. For

simplicity assume also throughout that M, the time of the (last) minimum

satisfies P{M < f} = 1. If 0 < P{M < £} < 1, one can obtain analogous

results by conditioning on {M < £}•

Define
M = sup{i: Xt < Aj, all 5 < /},

Mt = sup{r < r: Xr < Xs, all s < r),

(4.1) I = inf A,,

K,(a\ x,f) = Ex{f(Xt), t < TJ,       Ta = inf{/ > 0: Xt < a},

Ht(a;x,dy) = K,(a;x,dy)ha(y)/ha(x),       ha(x) = Px{Ta - oo}.

Notice that
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Ex{f(Xt), Ta - 00} = Ex{f(Xt), Ta >t,Ta»0,- 00}

(4.2) =Ex{f(Xt)ha(Xt),Ta>i)

= Kt(a;x,fha).

Assume ha(x) > 0 if x >'a. Let Mn, a discretization of M, be defined by

(4.3, *.-"-"«<*-'»- <"<"-"•
= 0 if A/ = 0.

The first lemma establishes the Markovian character of the post Mn process,

conditional on I.

Lemma 4.1. Let X = {X,,t > 0} be a real standard Markov process. Then for

bounded Borel f and t > s > 0:

E{f(X(Mn + tW(Mn + s)) - Ht_t(I;X(Mn + s),f).

Proof. The proof is a variant of the calculation of [15, p. 304]. Let

A E <»(Mn + s),      Bk = {k2~n <M <(k+ 1)2""},

C(n,s) = {Mn + s < (k + 1)2-" + s) E <5(Mn + s).

By the definition of the sigma field ?(Mn + s), there exists

A' E <5((k + 1)2_" + s)

with

A n C(n,s) = A' n C(n,s)

so A n Bn = A' n 5„. But then

(4.4) ¿/W + 0) = h^M) ^SABJmk + »2~n + 0)
where

L f(X((k + 1)2-" + t))dP
JABk

- £{/(*((* + 1)2-" + OK,

(4.5) Tz,k) o 0¿2-. < 2~", Tz{k+X) o ^+1)2-, = 00}

= E{f((k + 1)2-" + t)A', Tz{k) o Bk2-, < 2"",

TZ(k+l) ° ^+1)2-" > s> ̂ (Jfc+l) ° ö(*+l)2-«+i " °°)

withZ(^) = inf{A;:j<Â:2-"}.
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Condition the last expression in (4.5) on <5((k + 1)2 " + s) and use (4.2) to

obtain

E{A', Tz(k) o 9k2-n < 2 ", Tz{ki+X) o 9(k+l)2-n > s,

K,_s(Z(k + l),X((k + 1)2-" + s),fo hz(k+i))}.

Multiply and divide K,_s in (4.6) by hz{lc+x)(X((k + 1)2"" + s)) (which has
been assumed positive) and simplify, to see that (4.6) is equal to

E{A'>TZ(k) ° ek2-" < 2~">TZ(k+l) ° %+l)2-« > s> TZ(k+l)2-"+s = °°'

H,_s(Z(k+l),X((k+1)2-"+ s),f))

= E{ABkH,_s(I,X((k + 1)2"" + s),f)).

Sum on k to complete the proof. The proof, of course, made use of the Markov

property in the form [3,1.8.16].

Lemma 4.1 may be extended to the case where s is a stopping time relative

to the family {f (Mn + s),s > 0).

Lemma 4.2. Let X = (A), t > 0} be a real standard Markov process, and let T

be a stopping time relative to the family {%s,s > 0}, where Qs = ^(Mn + s). Then

for bounded Borel f and t > 0:

E{f(X(Mn + T+t))\§T) = H,(I;X(Mn + T),f).

Proof. Once (4.7) and (4.8) below are established, the proof is essentially

the same as that of Lemma 4.1: one conditions on S'(F') instead of

'»((k + l)/2" + s) and uses the strong Markov property at T.

(4.7) If F is a stopping time relative to §s, then for fixed k, there exists a

stopping time T for {%,s > 0} such that (k + 1)2_" + T = T on {Mn

=*(k+ 1)2""}.
(4.8) If A E QT and k is fixed, let T be the stopping time of (4.7). Then there

exists a set A' E <5(T) such that A' n {Mn = (k + 1)2""} = A n {A/„

- (k + 1)2""}.
To prove (4.7) consider first the case of a stopping time T having only a

countable number of values rx < r2 < ■ • •. Then F is a stopping time relative

to {<S(Mn + /■),/ > 1}, whence {F = r¡} G <5(Mn + t¡). This last is equivalent

to the assertion that, for each k,

{T - r]{Mn + rj = rj+(k+ 1)2""} = Aj{Mn = (k + 1)2""}   for each/

where A} G f((k + 1)2_" + rj). The sets AX,A2,... are disjoint on {M„

= (k + 1)2""}, but possibly not on fl so define A\ — AX,A'2 — A2- AX,A'3

= A3 - (Ax U A2) and so forth. Set T = r} + (k + 1)2"" on A'¡. Then T is
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a stopping time relative to ft((k + 1)2 " + tj) and so relative tc s, and

7" = T + (k + 1)2~" on {Mn = (k + 1)2""}. If T is a general {ft(A/n + s),s

> 0} stopping time, define Tm « (j + l)2_m on {y2_m < T < (j + 1)2-"*}

so that 7¿, i T. For £ fixed, let T'm be the Sj stopping time corresponding to Tm

as in the first part of the proof. Set T — lim sup Tm, again an 9j stopping time.

Since Tm= T'mon {Mn = (k + 1)2-"}, 7/ = F on this set as well. Notice that

the T'm can be constructed so that T'm i 7"; for, {T'm) does decrease on

(A/„ = (k + 1)2-"}, and if it does not decrease on ß, replace by,  T\,

T\ A T'2.
To check (4.8), assume first that T is countable valued as in the proof of

(4.7), and let T be the stopping time constructed in (4.7) corresponding to T.

Since A G @T, A n {T = tj) G ft(M„ + r;) which means

/in{7'=j}n{M„ + 5 = (H 1)2~" + tj) = ^{A/„ = (A: + 1)2""}

where

Äj E <ä((k + 1)2_" + >■) = A'j{T' = rj + (k+ l)2~n}{Mn = (k + 1)2"""}

where A) G ft((k + 1)2_" + 5), A) C {r = 5 + (k + 1)2""}. The set A'
- Uy/ij is then in ft(7"). For general T, take 7^, J, T as in the proof of (4.7)

and let T'm be the ft5 stopping times of (4.7) corresponding to Tm, so chosen

that T'm i T. If A E ST, then A G 3(Tm) and so by what has just been

proved, there exists A} E ft(Tp such that A = Aj on {Mn = (k + 1)2-"}. Set

A' = lim sup A, G ft(7") to complete the proof.

Lemma 4.3. The mappings t -» HS(I;X(M + t),f) are right continuous on

(0, co) for each s > 0 öw/ each continuous bounded f.

Proof. Since Mn [ M, it suffices to show that r -> Hs(I;X(Mn + t),f) is

right continuous. Moreover, since the process Y, — Hs(I\Mn + t,f) is well

measurable relative to the right continuous complete sigma fields

@s = ft(A/„ + s),

it is enough (see [12], [13]) to check that for all @t stopping times Tm, T with

TmlT:

lim EYT = EYT.
m-»oo m

But by Lemma 4.2,

lim EYTm =  lim E{f(X(Mn +Tm + s)))
m->oo m        m->oo

= E{f(X(Mn + T + s))) =EYT.
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The next proposition indicates that, given 7, the post-minimum process is

Markov with transitions 77,(7; x, dy). It should be compared with Theorem 5.1

of Meyer, Smythe and Walsh [15] for coterminal times.

Proposition 4.1. Let {Xt,t > 0} be a real right continuous strong process.

Then the post-minimum process {X(M + ;),/> 0} satisfies

E{f(X(M + /))|ft(A/ + s)) = Ht_s(I; X(M + s),f),       0 < s < t.

Proof. A well-known fact, first discovered by Blackwell and Dubins [1],

asserts that if {Yn,n > 0} is a bounded sequence of random variables

converging a.s. to Y, and if [%,n > 0} is a decreasing family of sigma fields,

then

(4.9) „lim E{Yn\%) = E{Y\ H ft„} a.s.

Since ft(A/„ + s) i ft(M + s), it is then immediate from (4.9) and Lemma 4.3

that

E{f(X(M + /))|ft(A/ + s)) = lim E{f(X(Mn + t))\<S(Mn + s))
n—* oo

= lim H,_s(I;X(Mn + s),f)

= Ht_s(I;X(M + s),f),      0<s<t.

If, for example, a zero-one law holds at M, then Proposition 4.1 can be

strengthened.

Proposition 4.2. Let {Xt,t > 0} be a real strong Markov process satisfying

P{M <H = land

(4.10) H o{X(M + s),s < /} = o{X(M),I) a.s. (P)

Let Qs(s,dy) be a regular conditional distribution of P{X(M + s) G dy\(I,

X(M)) = x). If 0 = i0 < sx < • • • < sk and if f is a bounded real Borel

function of k variables, then

E{f(X(M + sx),... ,X(M + sk))\5(M))

(4.11) = ff(xx,.. .,xk)HSk_Ski(I;xk_x,dxk) • • -77^(7; xx,dx2)

HSi_s¡ (I; xx, dx2) QSt ((I,X(M)), dxx ) a.s.

Remark. P{M < f} = 1 can be replaced by P{M < f} > 0 at the price of

further conditioning. The result should be compared to that of Pittenger and
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Shih [19] for coterminal times; here the post-A/ procès    ' is transition

functions that depend on w.

Proof. By Proposition 4.1 and a martingale convergence theorem,

E{f(X(M + tW(M)} = lim E(f(X(M + t))\<S(M + s)}

= hm Ht_s(I;X(M + s),f).

By (4.10), this last limit belongs to o{A'(M),7} (modulo F null sets), implying

that

(4.12)      E{f(X(M f t))\f(M)} - E{f(X(M + t))\X(M),I) a.s.

This being so, it follows for example that

E{g(X(M + s))f(X(M + t)W(M))

- E{g(X(M + s))E{f(X(M + t))\<5(M + s))\$(M)}

= E{g(X(M + s))Ht_s(I;X(M + s),f)\<5(M)}

= Jg(x)f(y)Hi_s(I;x,dy)Q((I,X(M)),dx).

Extension in the usual manner completes the proof.

The next three propositions provide examples of processes satisfying the

hypotheses of Proposition 4.2.

Proposition 4.3. Let {Xt,t > 0} be a real strong Markov process with right

continuous paths and left limits such that P{M < £} = 1 and P{X(M)

# X(M -)} = 1. Then (4.11) holds with Qs((I,X(M)),f) = Hs(I;X(M),f).

Remark. Of course, if 7 = X(M) (see §3 for examples of this), then there

is no dependence on X(M -). In general, however, the dependence on

X(M -) cannot be omitted.

Proof. Let /,, J2,... be an enumeration of the jumps of (A",}, so M occurs

at one of the J¡. If A G r\s>0o{X(Jn + t), t < s), then A = A' » 9Jk for some

A' E %, so by the right continuity of the fields and the strong Markov

property

IA - E{IAMJn)} = PXW{A').

Hence, if A E Ds>Qo{X(M + /),/< s}, then A = f(X(Jn)) on {M = Jn) so

(4.10) holds.

It remains only to check that Q has the stated form. If

Z(0 = min{A(0,A(f-)},

then
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Ef(X(M + s))g(X(M),X(M -))

= 2 Ef(X(J„ + s))g(X(Jn),X(Jn -))I{M = Jn).

The nth term in this sum is

E{f(X(JH + s))g(X(Jn),X(Jn -));XU > Z(J„),u < Jn;

Xu > Z(Jn),J„ <u<Jn + s;    Xuo 0Jii+s > Z(Jn), u>0).

Apply the strong Markov property at the time Jn + s and reduce the resulting

expression as in the proof of Lemma 4.1 to obtain as an expression for the nth

term

E{g(X(Jn),X(Jn -))I{M - Jn)Hs(I;X(Jn),f)).

Sum on n to complete the proof.

In preparation for the next proposition, define a killed Levy process to be

any strong Markov process {yt,t > 0} for which there exists a Levy process

{A",} and a random time R such that

y, = X„       t< R,

= A,        t> R.

Here we include the possibility that 7? depends on quantities independent of

{A",}. Killed Levy processes include, for example, all processes that are

transformations of some Levy process via a multiplicative functional (see [3,

Chapter III]). There is the evident version of the next proposition for processes

that are time changes of a Levy process; we spare the reader the details.

Proposition 4.4. Let X = {X,,t > 0} be a killed Levy process, P{M < J}

- 1. Then (4.11) holds.

Proof. According to the results of §3, the sigma field

D o{X(M + t)-X(M),t < s)
*>o

is trivial, and this implies (4.10).

The final proposition contains results of Jacobsen [11] and Williams [22],

who treated regular diffusions by other methods.

Proposition 4.5. Let X = {Xt,t > 0} be a standard real Markov process,

P{M<$}= I, satisfying

(4.13) P{X(t) < X(t-), all t < S) = I-

Then (4M) holds.
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Proof. By the results of Blackwell and Dubins mentioned in the proof of

Proposition 4.1, and by Proposition 4.1

E{f(X(M + t))\$(M)} = lim E{f(X(M + t + s))\<5(M + s)}

= hmH,(I;X(M + s),f).

However, by (4.13), A upon leaving its minimum passes through every point

in an interval [X(M),X(M) + e] provided e is small (how small depends on

u). Since lim4077,(7;X(M + s),f) exists, hmxlxmx>x{M)77,(7;x,f) exists so

the limit in question can depend only on 7, X(M). The proof can now be

completed in exactly the same way as Proposition 4.2. Alternatively it is not

difficult to deduce (4.10) from the observations just made.

One concluding remark: if X should leave its minimum in several "ways"

(e.g., some paths jump out, others leave continuously), and if, conditional on

the manner of leaving, a zero-one law holds then a variant of Proposition 4.2

holds, conditional on the manner of leaving.

5. Zero-one laws and last exit times. The main results of this section give the

precise criteria for a Levy process to admit zero-one laws at the last leaving of

an interval. Connections between the post-minimum process and the process

after last leaving an interval were discussed in §1. As in the case of the

minimum, the analysis is closely connected with the study of how the paths

behave at the random time of interest. Some of the techniques of §3 will

therefore the relevant in the present situation; indeed, use of the minima of

various processes turns out to be a convenient tool.

Another ingredient of the solution is the concept isolated in [16]: a real Levy

process admits continuous passages upward if

(5.1) P{X(TX) - A(7; -)} > 0   for some x > 0

where
Tx = inf{/ > 0: X, > x}.

This definition is interesting, of course, only when the process hits points; i.e.,

(5.2) P{HX < oo} > 0   for some (hence all [9]) x

where

Hx - inf{/ > 0: X, - x}.

The criteria for a process to hit points are due to Kesten [9]; see also [4]. It

was shown in [16] that if (5.1) holds for one x > 0, then it holds for all x > 0.

The notion of continuous passages downward has the obvious formulation.
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According to [16], the only processes with continuous passages both upward

and downward are those with Gaussian components. If a process (which hits

points) admits continuous passages in neither direction, then it is easy to see

that such a process jumps upward and downward over a point infinitely often

just before hitting it (see [16, Theorem 1.1]). Define

A+n   - KM - (": X(Hx -*)>*• SOme S<1\

(5.3)
A~ = A~(x) = |w: X(HX - s) < x, some s < - j.

If X has neither continuous passages upwards or downwards, then

(5.4) p(n<) = p(n^-) = p{77x<oo}.

On the other hand, if X has a Gaussian component, OnA* and C\nA~ are

disjoint with l

(5.5) 7>(n<) + p(n^-) = p{7/,<co}.

Finally, if X has continuous passages upward but not downward, then

(5.6) DA* is empty and P{nA~} = P{HX < co}.
n *- n        J

With these facts at hand, we can now describe the sample function behavior

of a process as it last leaves the interval (-co,a]. Let

Lat = sup{i < t: Xs < a),

(5.7)
= 0   if the set above is empty.

Proposition 5.1. Let X = {Xr t > 0} be a real Levy process such that neither

X nor —X is a subordinator. Then

P{X(LJ = X(La! -),0 < LaJ < t] > 0

// and only if X admits continuous passages upward.

Remark. The hypothesis that neither X nor -A" be a subordinator guaran-

tees P{0 < Lat < /} > 0 for all a, t. The last exit of a subordinator from

(-co, a] corresponds to its first entrance into [a, oo) and the latter phenomenon

being well understood (see [9, §6] or [6]), the analogue of Proposition 5.1 for

these cases is easy and uninteresting.
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The proof of the proposition is based on the principle that a process leaves

a set for the last time "in the same way" that the dual process hits that set for

the first time.

Proof. If X does not hit points, then P{X, or Xt - equals a for some

t > 0} = 0; therefore in this case P{X(Lat) = X(Lat -) = a,0 < Lat < t}

= 0 and the issue is settled. So, suppose that A" hits points. Let A"x be the

process derived from A by exponential killing at Sx as in Proposition 3.1. If

UX(x,A) = / e~XlPt(x,A)dt is the usual X-potential measure, then since X hits

points, i/x(x, •) has a density ux(x,y) = ux(y — x) which is continuous and

strictly positive on (-00,00) (Bretagnolle [4]). Let Y - {Yt,t > 0} be A"x

reversed from its lifetime Sx:

Y(t) = A-X(SX - /),      0 < t < Sx.

According to the theory of Nagasawa [18] (see also [14]), Y has transition

functions

(5.8) Px(x,dy)ux(0,y)/ux(0,x)

where Px(x,dy) = e_X/7^(x,i/v) are the transition functions of the process A^x

dual to Ax. Set h(y) = ux(0,y), so Y is a Doob A-path transform of Xx.

According to a basic relation relating the ¿-transform of a process to the

original process due to Doob [5] (see also [10])

(5.9) ÊX'x{A,t < n = Êx>xIAh(X,)/h(XQ)

where Ê 'x denotes expectation relative to the usual measures in general

Markov theory corresponding to the transitions Px(x,dy), Êfcx is expectation

corresponding to the transitions (5.8), the A*/s are the coordinate maps in the

usual function space representation and A is a set in €t°. Choose A

- {«: X(Ta) = X(Ta -), Ta < /) where Ta = inff/ > 0: X, G (-00,0]}. By
results of [16] summarized in the beginning of this section, if X has no

continuous downward passages (a.s. relative to {Px}), then for each /

ÊKxIAh(Xt)/h(X0) = 0, x > a. Therefore by (5.9) if % = M{s > 0: Ys
E (-00, a]},

P°{Y(Ta) - Y(Ta -),0 < ta < Sx} = 0.

But if Lxa - sup{r: A",x < a), then Y(ta -) = AX(LX) and Y(ta) = AX(LX -)

so

F°{AX(LX) = AA(LX -),0 < Lx < Sx) - 0.

That is, if Lx is the time of the last exit from (-00,a] before Sx, then

F{A(LX) = X(LX -),0 < Lx < Sx) = 0. A localization argument similar to
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that of Theorem 3.1 effects the replacement of the Sx by the fixed times t,

settling the issue under the assumption that A" has no continuous upward

passages. If, finally, X does have continuous upwards passages an entirely

similar argument, which, however, also uses the fact that h is strictly positive

everywhere, again leads to the desired conclusion.

Proposition 5.1 opens the way to a zero-one law at the last leaving of a half-

line. The notation is that of Proposition 5.1 and, as before, discussion of the

subordinator case will be omitted because of its relative triviality.

Proposition 5.2. Let X = {Xt,t > 0} be a real process with stationary

independent increments such that neither X nor —X is a subordinator. Suppose

that either

(5.10) A" does not admit continuous passages upward or

(5.11) X has no upward jumps.

Let e, - a{X(LaJ + u) - X(Lal),u < s), £0+ = ns>0ts. If A G e0+, then

P{A\0 < Lat < t) = 0 or 1. 7/(5.10) and (5.11) fail, then the zero-one property

fails.

Remark. In case (5.11) or (5.10) fails, an argument similar to the one in the

coming proof shows that if A G £0+, then

P{A\0 < La, < t,X(Lat) = X(LaJ -)} = 0 or 1

and

P{A\0 < La>, < t,X(Lat) * X(La>, -)} = 0 or 1.

The sets on which the conditioning is made both have positive probability in

this case.

Proof. If (5.10) holds, then on {0 < Lat < /} the process always jumps out

of (-co,a] at Lal. Hence in this case the zero-one law follows from the strong

Markov property at the jump times and the Blumenthal zero-one law. For the

case where there are no upward jumps, the process satisfies

(5.12) X(La<l) = X(La<l -) - a

on the set {0 < L,t < t). Let Ax be the usual exponentially killed process,

and La the last time if any that it is below a. Let Me be the time at which

{X (s),s > Lx + e) attains its minimum. An analysis similar to that of Lemma

3.1 shows that {Xx(Me + t) - X(Me),t > 0} is independent of ft(A/e -). By

Proposition 5.1, X leaves (-co,a] for the last time continuously, so as

e -> 0, Xx(Me + t)-> XX(LX + t) on {0 < Lx < Sx}. An argument like that

of Lemma 3.2(b) shows that if A E n,>0o{Ax(Lx + s) - X(Lx),s < /}, then

P{A\0 < Lx < Sx} = 0 or 1. The argument of Theorem 3.1 replaces the Sx
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by fixed times, completing the proof under the assumption that either (5.10) or

(5.11) holds. Finally, suppose both (5.10) and (5.11) fail. Then the dual process

has continuous passages downward and has downward jumps as well.

Proposition 2.1 of [16] shows that the dual process (killed at Sx) on first

passing below level a will hit that level with a positive probability and will also

jump over that level with positive probability. A time reversal like that of

Proposition 5.1 shows that as a consequence 0 < F{AX(LX) = A'(LX -),0

< Lx < Sx} < F{0 < Lx < Sx}, and it is easy to complete the proof of the

converse from here.
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